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Please ‘Like’ us
and follow The
Ryleys on Facebook and Twitter

As you will notice in this
week's newsletter, we have
had multiple trips and events
in and out of school this
week, including Year 3's fantastic assembly this morning
all about China which they
are studying as part of their
Global Perspectives education.
In the Prep department, we
have devised our own personalised curriculum called
Global Perspectives which
ensures a bespoke education
for our children. Global
Perspectives incorporates
the subject areas of history,
geography, beliefs and values.
These areas are taught
through the study of countries around the world
which provides a crosscurricular approach and contextualises the learning for
the children. A broad understanding and appreciation
of different cultures, people
and places is critical in preparing children for life and
fostering their personal development.

F E B R U A R Y

Over the course of the four
years in the Prep, children will
study a different country in
each term and it's an approach
the children find highly engaging
and interesting.
Well done to Year 3—you’ve
clearly learned a lot!
We hope you enjoy this week's
read and have a lovely weekend.
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Year 3’s Chinese Assembly
Well done to Year 3 for providing us
with an entertaining and informative assembly all about Chinese New Year!

Year 1 Visits Staircase House
Year 1 enjoyed a fascinating
trip to Staircase House in
Stockport and were transported back in time as the children
travelled over the 'wishing
bridge' and met a 17th century
character who helped them
compare and contrast houses
now and then.
The children also took part in a
hands-on activity and made
some wattle and daub panels
using clay and willow.
Finally they played with some
very strange items such as tape
cassettes and telephones with
wires!
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Work of the Week
Congratulations to Thomas W,
James B and Georgie K for their
evocative writing about favourite
holiday places.
Thomas wrote…” Old, massive
warships rusting brown like dirty
mud.
Turrets and funnels of brave battleships peek over the dry,
cracked ground.
Total silence… then a few echoes of murmuring metal in the
wind and the faint whisper of
calming waves on the pebbly
beach…”

Y2 Mosaic Art
Congratulations to Sofia A, Joshua
G and Leo D-S for their intricate,
mosaic patterns they have created
in their weekly art lesson.

Year 1 Monet Paintings
Congratulations to Naya P
and Maya B for their beautiful
Monet inspired paintings!

Ciao Italia!
Year 6 have been writing to
their Italian pen pals this week
and have been telling their Italian friends all about their hobbies and interests.. (in Italian, of
course!).
They can't wait to hear back
from their friends at Scoula
Primaria Aristide Gabelli, which
in in the village of Fanna, north
east of Venice. Fanna is where
Maestra Allen grew up as a
child and we are very lucky to
have links with the school.

Scholastic Book Sale
Huge thanks to everyone who
came and supported our Scholastic book sale.
We raised a whopping £1,000!
All of the money raised will go
towards buying new books and
adding to our growing library.

Reception Visit Lego Land
Reception visited the Lego Land Discovery Centre this
week as part of their topic on Toys.
They had a fabulous time, with the highlight being a 4D
cinema visit!

Safer Internet Day
Tuesday marked the annual Safer Internet Day and many children in the
school took part in learning how to
be safe when using the internet. Top
tips for parents include:








Don’t allow children to use the
Internet in the bedroom
Explore apps together to make
sure they are age appropriate
Talk to children about things
they may have seen that makes
them feel uncomfortable
Be age aware of games such as
Fortnite which is a 12. They
are given these restrictions for
a reason
Install ‘Screen Time’ or ‘Circle
with Disney’ to monitor all devices within the home and have
access to what your child can
view

Dish of The Week
A number of parents have said
that their children are coming
home saying how much they
have enjoyed certain dishes at
lunchtime, and always looking
for meal inspiration, parents
have requested a ‘Dish of the
Week’ so that they can cook
their child’s favourite dish at
home.
Each week, we will feature a
different recipe.
Also, parents have requested
simplified vegetarian options.
If your child has a vegetarian
favourite, please let us know
as we can include them on the
weekly menus.

Lady Lever Art Gallery
Year 3 enjoyed a wonderful trip to
Lady Lever Art Gallery in Port Sunlight to enrich their learning on their
Global Perspective topic of China.
The children discovered blue and
white Chinese vases and ancient artefacts.

Y6 Visit Pre-School
Children in the Pre-School enjoyed a
visit from their ‘big friends’ this week as
some of the Year 6 children joined them
in their Valentine’s Day activities.

Rainbow Awards
RL -William W—For fantastic maths work on the different ways you can make six.
RJ- CeCe C- For super work on partitioning 6 and beginning to record her sums.
1T- Ava B—making a big effort to learn her number bonds to 10'.
1O- Hettie T- her impressive knowledge of what homes were like in the past
2K- Zavion E - for motivation to do his work and independence in organising himself.

Smart Appearance
Luca Campbell-Davis – 1T
Luca C-D—1T | Andrew S—3W

Head Teacher’s Tea Party
This week’s tea party guests
were:










Cece C
Tea M
Benjamin B
Jesse O’B
Sofia A
Jude O’B
Matty B
James Mc
Jacob I

Five Minutes with Madame Allen...
What is your favourite holiday destination?
Italy- where I was brought up! So much to see and do
and amazing food! New York is still my favourite city
in the world though…

Who was the teacher who inspired you as
a child and how did they inspire you?
My Latin Professor Luigi Fienga and my French
Professor Margherita Beltrame at college. Both
colourful characters with wonderful presence
who taught fun, engaging lessons and gave me a
love for languages.
If you could take three items to a desert
island, what would they be?
My ipad with Kindle and unending battery life,
Swiss army knife and a kettle to put over the fire
so I could make tea!

Your favourite quote.

What’s your favourite book and why?
Jane Eyre by Charlotte Bronte. A beautifully written
book with a gripping storyline about a strong young
woman, who just happens to be a teacher!

The three grand essentials of happiness are:
something to do, someone to love and something to hope for. Alexander Chalmers, 19th
century Scottish author and poet.

